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Abstract

This paper presents a theoretical framework for progres-
sive refinement of manifold meshes with topological sim-
plification. We demonstrate that topology changes are not
intuitive and therefore a great deal of care is necessary
for handling topological simplification. We illustrate non-
intutive nature of topology changes with several examples.
We also show how to use the non-intutive nature of the
topology changes as an advantage and develop a theretical
framework for progressive refinement with topological sim-
plification.

1 Introduction

Our goal in this paper is to develop a theoretical frame-
work for progressive refinement schemes with topological
simplifications. Level-of-detail (LOD) representations have
recently become popular in computer graphics [9, 14, 10,
19, 18, 17]. Among the LOD representations progressive
refinement is particularly useful since it allows continuous
change [18, 17]. Although topological simplification can
provide better simplification and efficient representation,
there exists no framework that provides both progressive re-
finement and topological simplification. Ignoring topolog-
ical simplification is not special to progressive meshes. In
fact, except one recent development (Hybrid meshes) [12]
topological simplification is not even considered in other
LOD representations. Moreover, Hybrid meshes is a user-
assisted LOD approach and cannot automatically guarantee
topological simplification.

As an example of application of progressive refinement
with topology simplification, let us consider a city that con-
sists of huge number of buildings or a forest that is made
up of lots of trees. It is not really helpful to simplify each
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building or each tree to a simple polyhedron. At the end,
there will still be a huge number of polyhedra. The most vi-
able alternative is to combine several buildings to create one
composite building and to combine a group of trees to cre-
ate one composite tree. In this way, from the distance a city
block that consists of a set of buildings will be represented
by one composite building and a cluster of trees will be rep-
resented by one composite tree. Moreover, this refinement
should be progressive, i.e. the change must be gradual. For
instance, let us say that the forest has 100 trees. The num-
ber of trees should gradually reduce; ��� ��� ��� � � � � �� �� �
and so on. At the simplest level the whole city or forest
should be represented by a single building or tree. Then this
building or tree should further be progressively refined into
simplest polyhedra that resemble the shape of the building
or tree.

This example demonstrate progressive refinement with
topology simplification will definitely be beneficial for a
wide variety of applications that includes games, mesh data
transmission, rendering.

In this paper, we develop a theoretical framework for
progressive refinement with topological simplification. We
will demonstrate that topology changes are not intuitive and
therefore a great deal of care is necessary for handling topo-
logical simplification. We show that the same operation can
both close a hole and cut a handle. Moreover, all topol-
ogy change operators can both complicate and simplify the
topology. Our framework uses the non-intutive nature of
topology changes as its advantage and guarantees high com-
pression rates with topological simplication.

1.1 Previous Work

Rendering complex geometric models at interactive rates
has always been a challenging problem in computer graph-
ics. Improving the rendering performance alone could not
solve this problem since the complexity of geometric mod-
els increases with rendering performance. In other words,
as the rendering performance improves, more and more
complicated geometric models will be used. It is observed
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that significant computational gains can be obtained by au-
tomatically adapting the complexity of a geometric model
[9]. One common heuristic technique is to construct several
versions of a model at various levels of details (LOD), i.e. a
detailed mesh is used when the object is close to the viewer,
and coarser approximations are substituted as the object re-
cedes [9, 14]. Such LOD meshes can be computed auto-
matically using mesh simplification application techniques
[10, 18].

There has been extensive research on the development of
effective LOD representations [9, 14, 10, 19, 18, 17]. Ex-
isting LOD representations can be classified as hierarchical
and progressive. Hierarchical LOD methods are similar to
wavelet representations [7], in which there exists only a dis-
tinct number of versions of a model. Despite their simplicity
the most important problem with hierarchical LOD repre-
sentations is that the instantaneous switching between LOD
meshes may lead to perceptible “popping” artifacts. More-
over, hierarchical methods require a regular mesh structure
(e.g., every face is quadrilateral and every vertex is valence
4; or every face is a triangle and every vertex is valence 6)
[12].

Progressive meshes are developed to solve the problems
of hierarchical method [18]. In progressive meshes, unlike
hierarchical LOD representations, there is no distinct num-
ber of simplified shapes. Instead, the simplification is de-
scribed as a continuous function. Because of this property
a shape can gradually be simplified. Gradual simplification
is very useful since a user can continuously zoom in the
shape without seeing sudden changes in the shape of the
3D mesh. Moreover, the underlying mesh structure does
not have to be regular. In progressive meshes [18], only
triangular faces are allowed but there is no restriction over
the valence of the vertices. Moreover, progressive represen-
tations naturally support progressive transmission, offers a
concise encoding of polygonal mesh itself, permits selec-
tive refinement [18]. In short, progressive representations
offer an efficient, lossless and continuous-resolution repre-
sentation.

1.2 Topology Simplification

In order to talk about topology simplification we assume
that initial meshes are 2-manifold and they stay 2-manifold
in each stage of refirement process. This requirement is im-
portant for developing consistent framework. The require-
ment is not restrictive since any mesh that is given as a col-
lection of polygon can be converted to a 2-manifold [8, 23].

Topological simplification refers the capability of grad-
ually simplifying any given 2-manifold mesh to a simplest
genus-0 surface, namely a tetrahedron. It is important to
note that topological simplification does not require reduc-

ing of genus or combining surfaces (i.e. combining shells1)
in every stage of refinement. During the refinement genus
may increase but mesh will eventually simplify to a tetra-
hedron. However, the majority of topology changes will
consist of either reducing of genus or combining surfaces.

As we have discussed earlier combining surfaces will
be most common applications of topology simplification
since in current graphics applications manifold meshes that
consists of huge number of separate surfaces are extremely
common. Genus reduction will probably not be a prevailing
application in the near future since very high-genus mani-
fold meshes are not very common in graphics applications.
However, we predict that high genus meshes will eventually
be common and widely available. Especially, our current
research involves to develop a wide variety of methods to
easily create very high genus meshes [4, 22, 5, 13].

It is very easy to demonstrate that topological simplifica-
tion can provide efficient simplification. Consider a Sierpin-
sky tetrahedra that consists of infinite number (in practice, a
huge number) of tetrahedra. A Sierpinsky tetrahedra cannot
be simplified by any LOD scheme since its every element is
already a simplest genus-0 mesh. However, common sense
tells us a Sierpinsky tetrahedra should be able to be simpli-
fied into one tetrahedron. A simplified example is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. By allowing topology changes these
16 tetrahedra can be simplification into one
tetrahedron.

1.3 Topological Simplification under Progessive
Refinement

The topological simplification can be useful regardless
of the choice of refinement approaches. Figures 2 and
3 show examples of topological simplification under two
different refinement approaches. As these two figures il-
lustrate, progressive refinement can provide a more natu-
ral looking simplification of topological features. How-
ever, topology simplification under a progressive refinement

1In topology, a surface is a connected 2-manifold [15]. In solid model-
ing literature, it is often called as shell [20, 16].



scheme introduces additional challenges that will not exist
under hierarchical LOD schemes.

Figure 2. Hierarchical LOD with progressive
refinement

Figure 3. Progressive refinement with topol-
ogy simplification

1.4 Problems with Commonly Used Topology
Change Operators

The two most common topology change operators in
computer graphics are CREATEPIPE and CUT (see Fig-
ure 4). These operators are also used in Hybrid meshes
[12]. They are acceptable for hierarchical LOD schemes
but cannot be used in a progressive refinement with topol-
ogy simplification scheme. There are three problems with
these operators for progressive refinement schemes.

1. Continuous change. With CREATEPIPE and CUT op-
erators it is not possible to achieve gradual change.
These operators requires many operations over the
mesh that can create a very visible qualitative change.

2. Topological inconsistency. The implementations of
these operators generally result in topological incon-
cistencies. These operators are generally implemented
by two step processes.

CUT operator case: the operator cuts off a pipe from
the 2-manifold and leaves two open holes (i.e. mani-
fold becomes manifold with boundary) in the first step.
The second step cut seals the two open holes by two
disks (which are the two new faces).

CREATEPIPE operator case: General implementations
of CREATEPIPE operator also follow a similar two step
process. In the first step, operator deletes the faces f�
and f�, which results in a 2-manifold with boundary
(with two “open” holes). In the second step, the op-
erator creates a “pipe” (as a shape of prism) between
the two holes and allows the pipe ends to “seal” the
two holes. In some cases, instead of creating a pipe,
vertices on pipe ends are simply merged.

Such implementations that result in topological incon-
sistency (i.e. creating manifolds with boundaries as
during the operation) are not acceptable for progres-
sive refinement.

3. Flexibility. The concept behind CREATEPIPE and CUT

operators is to create or delete a prism shaped pipe and
the operators can reduce or increase the genus only by
1. However, the topology changes vary much more
than simply creating or deleting prism shaped connec-
tions and we may sometime need to reduce genus more
than 1.

For instance, CREATEPIPE and CUT operators are not
able to handle cases such as progressive refinement of
Sierpinsky tetrahedron as shown in Figure 3. In this
example, all the tetrahedra are uniformly converted to
truncated tetrahedra (4 hexagons and 4 triangles) and
tetrahedral shaped connections connect the truncated
tetrahedra. Moreover, the holes at the centers of four
tetrahedra are octahedral shape and closing these holes
requires to reduce genus more than one.

Among these problems, topological inconsistency can be
solved by using a different implementation approach as we
will show in the next section. However, the other two cannot
be solved.

2 Theoretical Framework

Our approach will be extension to progressive meshes.
Thus, we will first introduce progressive mesh representa-
tions. Let M be an arbitrary triangular manifold mesh that
can be represented by rotation system of a graph G�E �V�
where E 	 fe�� e�� � � � � emg is a set of edges and and
V 	 fv�� v�� � � � � vkg is a set of vertices.

A progressive representation (PM) of a manifold mesh
M is stored as a much coarser power networkM� together
with a sequence of n detailed records that indicate how to
incrementally refine the coarse power network M� exactly
back into the original power network such that Mn 	 M.
Each of these records will store the information associ-
ated with a mesh transformation operation. In progressive
meshes this is VERTEXSPLIT operation.



The progressive representation (PM) of the mesh M
thus defines a continuous sequence of power networks
M��M�� � � � �Mn of increasing accuracy, from which the
LOD approximation of any desired complexity can be effi-
ciently retrieved. Moreover, geomorphs (continuous shape
changes) can efficiently constructed between any two of
these power networks.

To create continuous sequence of manifold meshes
M��M�� � � � �Mn, inverse of VERTEXSPLIT operation,
EDGE COLLAPSE, is used. Since initial mesh is triangu-
lar, each EDGE COLLAPSE operation simplifies the mesh
by eliminating two triangles, one edge and two vertices.

One of the great power of progressive mesh framework
is that each direction (simplification and complication) re-
quires only one type of operator. However, this theoretical
framework creates two problems for topological simplifica-
tion.

1. Vertex split and edge collapse cannot change the topol-
ogy2.

2. The current progreesive refinement framework only al-
lows triangles but topology changes can require faces
other than triangles.

To obtain topological simplification we have to use
different operators that allow topology changes and non-
triangular faces. The following section presents such a set
of operators.

2.1 Minimal Operators

To provide topological simplification, instead of VER-
TEXSPLIT and EDGECOLLAPSE operators we propose to
use CREATEVERTEX, DELETEVERTEX, INSERTEDGE and
DELETEEDGE operators [4]. It has recently been proven
that all and only manifold meshes can be created by these
four operators [8]. Moreover, this set of operators is mini-
mal and complete in the sense that it is necessary and suf-
ficient for performing any homeomorphic and topological
operation on any orientable 2-manifold meshes [8]. The
properties of these operators can be summarized as follows:

1. CREATEVERTEX�v� is similar to Euler operation
MVFS. It creates a new isolated vertex v and its cor-
responding face, which we simply call a point-sphere.
This operator is essential to add a new surface compo-
nent in the given 2-manifold and to create a surface in
an empty manifold.

2. DELETEVERTEX�v� is similar to Euler operation
KVFS. It deletes an isolated vertex and its correspond-
ing point-sphere from the current 2-manifold. This

2Moreover, edge collapse can create non-manifold. Therefore, a lot of
care is needed in order to ensure that the result is manifold [8].

operator is necessary to remove a surface component
from the current manifold.

3. INSERTEDGE�c�� c�� e� inserts a new edge e to the
mesh structure between two corners c� and c� (a cor-
ner is a subsequence of a face boundary walk consist-
ing of two consecutive edges plus the vertex between
them). If INSERTEDGE Inserts an edge between two
corners of the same face, the new edge divides the face
into two faces [2]. On the other hand, if INSERTEDGE

inserts an edge between corners of two different faces,
the new edge merges the two faces into one [2, 3].

4. DELETEEDGE�e� deletes an edge e from the current 2-
manifold mesh. This is the inverse operator of INSERT-
EDGE. DELETEEDGE either merges two faces into a
bigger face or splits a face (which forms a pipe) into
two faces. An important function of the DELETEEDGE

operator is to split a surface into two surfaces: If the
DELETEEDGE operator on an edge e 	 
v�� v�� com-
pletely disconnects the vertices v� and v� so that there
is no further path connecting the vertices v� and v� in
the mesh, then the surface that contains both vertices
v� and v� is actually split into two disjointed surfaces,
one containing vertex v� and the other containing ver-
tex v�.

These four operators are necessary and sufficient to im-
plement all homoemorphic and topological changes on a
given 2-manifold mesh [8]. For consistent topological
change, it is important to apply only these operators. For
instance, in order to create a pipe there is no need to cut off
along the boundaries of the faces, which would result in a
2-manifold with boundary that will be topologically incon-
sistent. INSERTEDGE operator implicitly make the change
without creating topological inconsistency.

Using a sequence of INSERTEDGE and DELETEEDGE

operators we can easily obtain more familiar topology
change operators CREATEPIPE and CUT as shown in Fig-
ure 4. As it is clearly shown in these examples there is no
need to cut off along the boundaries of the faces for creat-
ing a pipe and there is no need to seal faces after cutting a
pipe. The faces will be automatically cut and sealed by IN-
SERTEDGE and DELETEEDGE operations. Therefore, dur-
ing topology changes no inconsistent structure (i.e. mani-
fold with boundary) will be created.

Besides solving topological inconsistencies using a se-
ries of INSERTEDGE and DELETEEDGE, there are addi-
tional challenges associated with topology changes. One
of the reasons behind why the people try to avoid topol-
ogy changes is that they can be non-intutive. There are two
sources of this problem: (1) the same operator can both sim-
plify and complicate the topology and (2) the same operator
can both open (or close) holes and create (or delete) han-
dles.



(A) CreatePipe with successive edge insertions
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Figure 4. CREATEPIPE and CUT operators.

1. The same topology change operator can both simplify
and complicate the topology. Following two example
illustrates this problem.

� The CREATEPIPE operation can both complicate
and simplify the topology. As shown in Fig-
ure 5. In 5(A) CREATEPIPE operation combine
two genus-0 surfaces creating one genus-0 sur-
face by simplifying the topology. On the other
hand, the same CREATEPIPE operation in 5(B)
changes a genus-0 surface into a genus-1 surface
by complicating topology.

� The CUT operation can also both complicate and
simplify the topology. As shown in Figure 6.
In 6(A) CUT operation creates two genus-0 sur-
faces from one genus-0 surface by complicating
the topology. On the other hand, the same CUT

operation in 6(B) changes a genus-1 surface into
a genus-0 surface by simplifying topology.

2. the same operator can both open (or close) holes and
create (or delete) handles. Following two examples il-
lustrate such cases.

� The CREATEPIPE operation can create both han-
dle or hole as shown in Figure 7.

� The same operation can delete a handle or a hole
as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 5. The CREATEPIPE operation can both
simplify and complicate the topology.

Similar to the operators, CREATEPIPE and CUT, the op-
erators INSERTEDGE and DELETEEDGE can also both sim-
plify and complicate the topology. Moreover the same op-
erator can both open (or close) holes and create (or delete)
handles. The following diagram demonstrates the effect of
these operators.

Operator Genus The number
of surfaces

INSERTEDGE Increases Decreases
DELETEEDGE Decreases Increases

Operator Holes Handles
INSERTEDGE Opens Creates
DELETEEDGE Closes Deletes

Since the same operator can both complicate and sim-
plify the topology, using topology change operators is not
as straightforward as using vertex split and edge collapse
operators. Therefore, it is neccessarry to be careful to guar-
antee simplification.

The above discussions clearly show that the operators
INSERTEDGE and DELETEEDGE are inverse of each other.
Once we obtained the operations for refinement process, to
recover the initial mesh we will use the inverse operations.
In other words, although the operations are not really intu-
itive, once the operations are determined, finding the inverse
is straightforward. Thus, the problem is reduced to develop-
ing an algorithm that guarantees to simplifiy any 2-manifold
mesh to a genus-0 surface.



Figure 6. The CUT operation can both simplify
and complicate the topology.

3 Equidistance Surfaces to Simplify Topol-
ogy

Since a manifold mesh is a closed and bounded shape
equidistance surfaces to this manifold mesh will eventually
simplifies to a genus-0 ball while distance is increasing re-
gardless of the choice of distance function [6, 21, 11, 1].
The problem with equidistance surfaces is that they eventu-
ally become much larger than initial manifold shape. This
problem can be solved by carefully scaling the shape.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the concept by using 2D repre-
sentations. Note that Figure 10 clearly shows that genus can
increase while distance increases. However, as it is clear in
this example the genus will eventually simplify to 0.

One possible implementation of topological simplifica-
tion with equidistance surfaces can be done by using offset
surfaces [5]. As an example here we discuss how to cre-
ate progressive meshes using offset surfaces. Let A� be
the initial mesh. We first need to compute a series of off-
set surfaces A��A�� � � � �An. Here Ak�� will directly be
computed from Ak. If the offset surface does not have any
self-intersection thenAk�� will simply be progressively re-
fined version of Ak. If there is a self intersection, we will
remeshAk�� by changing the topology. We will then apply
the inverse of offset operation to Ak�� to scale the shape
back to original size.

The scaling will generally be a non-linear deformation.
First of all, all the vertices that are not effected by topology
change or refinement should return back to their original
position. If we do not move such vertices into their orig-

Figure 7. The CREATEPIPE operation can cre-
ate both hole or handle.

inal positions, we would have to provide their positional
changes in every step of progressive refinement. Of course,
this is not desired. The initial positions of newly created
and final positions of deleted vertices correspond the Morse
points of distance function and can be computed. The inter-
esting problem is to develop a non-linear scaling to compute
the change in this positions. This non-linear scaling will be
given by a deformation that minimizes the changes of posi-
tions all the other vertices.

We will continue this process until Ak�� becomes a
genus-0 surface, preferably a tetrahedron. ThenM� � An

and inverse of the operations will be used to get initial mesh
Mn.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a theoretical framework for
progressive refinement of manifold meshes with topologi-
cal simplification. We demonstrate that topology changes
are not intuitive and therefore a great deal of care is neces-
sary for handling topological simplification. We illustrate
non-intutive nature of topology changes with several exam-
ples. All the shapes shown in this paper are created using
our interactive modeler [4]. We also show how we can use
the non-intutive nature of the topology changes as an ad-
vantage and develop a theretical framework for progressive
refinement with topological simplification. We propose a
distance based concept for topologicl simplification and dis-
cussed one possible implementation using offset surfaces.



Figure 8. The CUT operation can delete either
a handle or a hole.

Figure 9. An 2D representation of combining
surfaces by using equidistance shapes.
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